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Abstract— The transmission of data across the digital world has increased the need originality of data to be sent from
one place to the other place. The processing of data or other files into images via encrypted domain to increase the
confidentiality has been going for many years. This paper makes you to add important text and messages or files into
files like Images or audios or pdf without detonating the real quality. It can be done with the least significancy bits of
these data for combining and encrypting data which are not known or used by other normal users. By using this it allows
you to add the hidden messages or files in encrypted domain using steganography and embedding algorithm. This
algorithm helps you to decrypt the hidden data from the master document by using only the password which is used at
the time of encryption. This system gets the favour performance on secure embedding capacity at STEGANALYSIS. It
helps embedding messages and files in compression domain using ZIP compression format. So that we have a variety of
compression level to be used- low, normal or high .Now a days internet has lots of data which does not use any secure
transactions which may lead to many interception as well and this has became an issue . To reduce this interception
steganalysis is used to prevent interception and to increase confidentiality beside data hiding .
Keywords— steganalysis , embedding and data hiding
1.

INTRODUCTION

The processing of information using encryption and decryption domain to increase confidentiality has attracted many
researchers in recent years.[1] As many users need to transfer data in cloud or some other means where it has a
possibility of interception hence they started looking for the encryption of data before sending them and to get decoded
by decryption algorithm using the same private key used by send when the data is decrypted [2]-[4]. As due to emerging
new technology has emerged which makes way to usedata hiding in reverse in [5][6]picture encryption because of that
which helps service provider to use extra data of files like images , pdf and audios added into the files not degrading the
original quality of the picture ,
We propose the reversible data hiding in secure form using unique algorithm to decrypt and embedded data
in images [7]-[13]. this paper makes a aim of increasing the combined data or payload in the image .in which we use to
combine the bits which are selected from the stack of cipher picture using key into bits to make space for the hidden or
secret data to be stored.[14]-[19]
In this method we use two unique keys by using this method we get the original data or image where we stored the
hidden private data without defecting the quality and from there we can retrive our hidden data or message using the two
different public and private codes .this method achieves the high combining cover data and original image recovering
quality and it avoids extra room space

Fig 1.System Model
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I.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

Previously we have used a system which only hides the information in the master file and it supports only few formats of
master files.[7] This system doesn’t support the encryption and also compression. Here we can hide only the message and
it won’t supports hiding of files. The system used earlier only supports the encryption that means it just protects the file
by providing a password. [8]And also the previous system supports only bytes of information to hide[9]. There is no
system which supports all types of multimedia files as master file. Existing systems affects the little bit originality of
master file and the overall process is little bit complex, consumes much time.
This already available method for this data hiding method has two different methods [11]a)vacating room
after encryption and another one is b)vacating room before encryption . in 1st method that is in VRAE method the main
picture is encrypted by user who is sending while sending directly and the secret data is embedded in the file by
modifying some bits in the original data.[7] this embedded 1bit in each block considering each block pixels to make the
decryption or interception process difficult that is the secret data in embedded in the rate of 1/n bits per pixels[9] .
we can also say the encryption and decryption occurs simultaneously that is inseparable.[10] with other idea zhang
proposed the method which divides the images into multiple blocks where the data can be hidden in each block by
finding least significant bit and by flipping them which makes the room for storing the secret data in it.[8][12]
Decryption process is just the reversible process where it just flips the LSB bits which forms a new whole block from the
original image the secret data can be recovered and extracted jointly . To overcome the defects of inseparability another
method using RDH scheme was introduced for encryption of pictures .in this that class pseudo randomly produce and
divides the images into many multi teams with a constant size and which makes the room for storing the data .[11] on the
receiver side the total MSB are obtained by decryption. By comparing we can estimate the the bits of coset the receiver
the recover the original data because in this method[13] we can extract original image easily because it happens before
data recovery so it makes it easily, besides that this works likely better that the other methods .
on seeing these issues we describe a method to make high capacity data combining cover data by adding the MSB with
other RDH method . As per research identifying MSB is much more easier when compare to identification of LSB
planes, in other words maximum data encryption can be done by this ratio
In interaural phase technology [19] the phase modification in audio signal is studied where that paper shows that the
change in basic hexadecimal numbers and base4 numbers will not effectively affect the quality of the sound signals
transmitted from one device to other because it cannot be evident to any basic attacking parameters and in this proposal
SNR is used to keep track on amount of sound degraded using a Fourier formula derived and it also uses the DER
formula to find the data error rate in the audio transmitted
Image steganography in grey[20] and colour scale implementation has a effective effect of transmitting data with less
distortion as it uses DCT enhancement (i.e)discrete cosine transform of the converted color image into the grey scale
image which increase the quality of the image and which makes the decryption of covert message even when the hidden
image is exposed without knowing the key, it uses RSA method to encrypt the data into the image using a key which
improves the security of the image. This method two algorithm that encrypts data into image after altering the color
image into grey scale and another method by before converting into grey scale .Entropy is used to measure the
uncertainty between the original image and the encrypted image. Small entropy small difference ,high entropy high
difference
The combined processing of neural networks and visual cryptography in image steganography has a new effect on
encrypting image using key values ,where as the visual cryptography mainly concerned about the image and its
decryption .[21] in decryption all the shared parts of images are arranged in original order in the stack to get the covered
image where the data is hidden from the recovered image the hidden message can be retrived by using the key value
which is used while encryption.
Haar Discrete Wavelet Transform method[22] used in image encryption which mainly focus on reduction of complexity
and reduction of distortion of images. In this method the image to be sent is divided into four equal parts where the one
part of image carries all the data of the original image and tge remaining three parts carries the secret images . and it has
its own drawbacks of even a small change in image sent will affect the whole data sent
II.
SYSTEM DISCRIPTION:
The proposed system has of three different parts which is encryption of image, data embedding and data
extraction or image recovery . in 1st part image is encrypted with a key into a another unique image and in 2nd part data
hider is used to compress the bits which is hidden data code used to generate space to store data and to encrypt using a
encryption key . in 3rd part received image can be decrypted by decryption key from which l we can recover the original
data and the secret data embedded in it In this system we are using AES algorithm which can be used for to encryt and
decrypt as which has the very unique combination of RDH and MSB joint venture combination.

III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM:
In this model we are planned to encrypt the messages and files into the master image file . in our model which supports
mostly all the formats of documents like images ,audio,pdf files and also in our model it allows both encryption and
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compression as well decryption of documents. It also allows to encrypt large amount of data. As well it will not degrade
the original quality of the data in our system. So that the overall process is made as easy as possible . and it also uses the
very powerful algorithm for encryption and decryption as it helps the model to increase the confidentiality as well as
authentication .
IV.

METHODS:

1)ROUND KEY GENERATOR
In round key generator key is generated in 10 pipeline stages . in this process it takes the key generated in one process or
stage to the next stage till all the blocks or pipeline is filled . this round key generator is added and synchronized with
encryption and decryption unit . when even a 10 vaild block in entered into the encryption or decryption unit a new key is
generated and stalled .it allows to process in different stages with different keys
2)ENCRYPTION UNIT
It is constructed by combining AES primitive blocks. Since synchronous ROM is used encryption unit should be
pipelined implicitly . at each stage a new key is generated and used in respective stages for encryption . this leads to
tightly coupled round key generator and encryption unit . by this coupling extra time need for key generation is avoided .
when a key goes out of date then it is stalled for further synchronization
3)DECRYPTION UNIT
Same like encryption in decryption is constructed by combining AES and primitive blocks but in reverse in opposite
order used for encryption and it is also implicitly pipelined .in this decryption order of generation of round key I in
opposite direction as of in encryption process and buffers with each stage are inserted between the round key generators
so it gives the desired latency needed for propogation
V.
CONCLUSION:
From the analysis we have made we found that there is a chance of the data transferred can get distorted and
change in quality of the original image and loss or decrement in confidentiality but by using this application with AES
algorithm using key modulation technique which we intend to produce will have the most effective output with the exact
recovery of original image and also free from other malicious attacks and intrusion
And it has a advantage of difficulty of detecting the difference between the real image and the image which is encrypted
and as it share the same data range its is not suspected to have been embedded and data loss is not evident able to the
rotation of images
VI.
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